MEN’S GROUP
FEBRUARY 2019

The JCC Men’s Group is designed for men who
are looking for a meaningful daytime social
activity for relaxation, learning and friendly
interaction with men of a similar age.
Wednesday, February 6, 2019: “Political Update.” Today, we will check in with the investigation
into Russia’s tampering with the 2016 election. Where does Robert Mueller’s investigation
stand? Is President Trump’s tenure in office in trouble?

Wednesday, February 13, 2019: “Presidents' Day." In honor of Presidents' Day, we will look
ahead to the 2020 Presidential race. Who do you think will run in the primaries for the
Democrats? Who are the front runners? Who are the dark horses? Will President Trump face
a primary challenge from a fellow Republican? Who will it be, if anyone? What will challengers need
to do to beat the incumbent president? Which challenger has the best chance?

Wednesday, February 20, 2019: "Anonymity on the Internet." Hate crimes and anti Semitic acts
have increased dramatically in the past two years. Often those acts are preceded by hate speech on
the internet and much of that hate speech is posted anonymously. Should anonymous posts
be allowed on the internet, or should every public posting be tied to a person's actual name and street
address? What would be the ramifications of a law banning anonymous posts? Would you support
it, and why?

Wednesday, February 27, 2019: “Birthright Citizenship.” President Trump recently declared
that he wants to put an end to “birthright citizenship” as described in the 14th Amendment to the
Constitution. The Constitution states, “All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject
to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.”
Should this longstanding policy stay in effect – or should the rules change? To what?
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